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When aldlsl introduced

the original

minispeaker,

it was hard to believe such impressive

from small speakers. With the new SAT Series compact

has done it again. Only this time, you won't

monitors

and SUB Series powered

believe such incredible

sound could come

subwoofers,
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music can come from speakers of any size.

sat series / .~
The new SAT Series compact monitors live up to the aldlsl
philosophy of maximum performance from minimum equipment. They produce an enormous amount of sound -

entirely

out of keeping with their modest size. On bookshelves or on
matching speaker stands, the SAT Series lets you hear all the
music without sacrificing your living room. And, their real
beauty is not just that they fit, but that they sound great
anywhere you put them.

Building all of its own components gives aldlsl an advantage
over other speaker companies. Instead of taking off-the-shelf
parts and then trying to make them work together, aldlsl uses a
different approach. With sophisticated computer modelling,
aldlsl engineers determine the exact combination of crossover,
driver, and enclosure design that will interact to provide
cohesive and accurate musical reproduction. Only then does
the development of the components begin .

• Advanced

crossovers ensure seamless response and superior imaging.

Since a speaker should sound like a perfectly unified whole, the
aldlsl engineers pay particular attention to the part that makes
all of the others work together -

the crossover. Steep fourth-

order filters roll off the drivers at 24dB per octave; therefore,
two drivers never reproduce the same frequencies. As a result,
troublesome cancellation problems do not occur. Frequency
response stays smooth and consistent throughout

the listening

room. Power handling increases. And the SAT Series compact
monitors produce a convincingly real three-dimensional

image.

To further ensure precise imaging, aldlsl uses a special version
of the fourth-order

crossover -

the Linkwitz-Riley configura-

tion. This sophisticated alignment remains unique among
crossover designs in that it produces no audible phase shift at
any frequency. Crossover performance like this does not come
cheap. But, just one listen to the SAT Series monitors will
convince you that it's worth the cost.

• Petite and elegant,

it is

perhaps the SAT 5 that best
embodies the aldlsl ideal maximum
minimum

performance,
size and an

absolute commitment
unparalleled

quality.

to
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The speaker world is full of dome tweeters. But, don't assume
that they all sound the same. Over fifteen years of innovation
have gone into the latest aldlsl dome drivers. The performance of
these remarkable tweeters and midrange drivers starts with the
shape itself. A dome has a higher strength to mass ratio and
reproduces high frequencies better than any other shape. But
shape alone is not enough. aldlsl uses a copolymer dome material so exotic that it didn't even exist a few years ago. This soft
dome material has excellent internal damping so it simply will not
ring. As a result, the aldlsl dome drivers have smooth extended
response, extremely low distortion, and broad, even dispersion .

• The science and art of speaker engineering

are in perfect harmony

in the SAT tweeter.

An impressive magnet structure drives the dome. Oversize
magnets and tight voice coil tolerances allow fast transient
attack and impressive dynamic range. A Kapton® voice coil
former and high gravity magnetic cooling fluid ensure maximum
power handling. And a single layer, oxygen-free copper voice
coil provides efficiency. Just listen to the SAT Series compact
monitors and hear how sweet a dome can sound.

Rugged and precise, the SAT woofers

anchor the musical foundation

.•

aldlsl has turned to the only possible solution for reproducing
deep bass in a compact loudspeaker -

a small woofer with

long, controlled excursion. Large precision magnet assemblies
provide the necessary force. Oxygen-free copper voice coil
windings travelling in an exactingly narrow gap react quickly
and efficiently. And a stainless steel voice coil former provides
the mechanical strength to handle the most dynamic transients.
•

When considering

the SAT 6,

As in the aldlsl tweeter, proprietary copolymer materials offer

"balance"

an ideal combination of stiffness and damping. A computer-

immediately

designed curved profile stiffens the cone for resistance to

Its ideal balance of size and

ringing. And finally, a butyl rubber surround controls cone

performance.

motion under extreme conditions. The resulting bass extension,

esthetics. And, of course,

dynamic range, and midrange response speak for themselves.

perfect sound balance.

is the word that
comes to mind.

Of visual
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The aldlsl approach requires that all parts of the speaker system
work well. And this includes the enclosure. Here, compact size

• When only the best will

helps the speaker designer. Smaller enclosures are, by nature,

do, only the SAT 7 will do.

stiffer and less resonant. The unique shape of the SAT Series

Whether

compact monitors also contributes to their sonic superiority. An

with a SUB Series subwoofer,

undercut, floating front baffle minimizes the contact area with

the SAT 7 provides a level

the rest of the box, thereby reducing the transmission of un-

of musicality that is the hall-

wanted resonance. Rubber gasketing and 90 degree contact

mark of a/d/s/.

points further diminish the transfer of energy. The result -

used by itself, or

you

hear the sound of speakers and not the sound of the enclosure.

Reduced diffraction also contributes to the superior imaging of
the SAT Series compact monitors. The fact that the narrow front
baffle is flush, with no protruding edges, minimizes unwanted
reflections. Gently-radiused cabinet edges and countersunk
hardware further reduce diffraction. And finally, a thin, perforated metal grille, with no bulky frames torestrict

the transmis-

sion of sound, is mounted in a separate plane ahead of the
baffle. All of this may sound a bit obsessive, but, aldlsl builds
speakers that let you hear all of the music. And it's the little
details that yield such remarkable clarity, impressive dynamic
range, and precise imaging.
/
• Form follows
and emotion

both function

With three superb SAT Series models, you have a difficult choice

in the SAT Series

to make. But rest assured that the SATS, the SAT6, and the

cabinets. More than an exer-

SAT7 all share the same acoustic engineering, high technology,

cise in beautifully

and legendary aldlsl performance. The quality of the sound

woodwork,

sculpted

their construction

details eliminate

cabinet

induced coloration.

reproduced by all three is identical; only the quantity varies. But
no matter which model you choose, you get a variety of
upgrade options. Just add an aldlsl subwoofer system for that
final dimension of realism. Or build your own home theater with
additional SAT speakers for rear surround and center channels.
Be confident that an investment in SAT Series compact monitors
provides both high performance today and unlimited system
expansion tomorrow.

subwoofers /
Bass is the foundation

of all music. In live performances, it is felt

just as much as it is heard. Yet, even the most elaborate music
systems have struggled to reproduce the lowest fundamental
tones and that final dimension of realism ...

until now! Just

add one of the new aldlsl SUB Series powered subwoofers to
your system and feel the music.

Because the aldlsl SUB10 and SUB12 subwoofers are integrated,
one-piece designs, they make easy and impressive upgrades to
any system. Each has a robust low frequency speaker, a
dedicated bass amplifier, and an electronic crossoverperfectly matched, designed to work together, and built into a
single enclosure. The performance of these integrated systems
• Power and precision let the
SUB Series amps provide bass
in quantity,

far surpasses that of even the most elaborate stand-alone
subwoofer components.

with quality.

Until now, a subwoofer could have deep bass, high efficiency,
or reasonable size ...

but not all three. With a new dual

enclosure bandpass design, the SUB Series puts an end to this
long-standing compromise. A sealed enclosure on one side of
the driver and a vented enclosure on the other side of the driver
provide the best of all worlds -

deep bass extension and high

efficiency in a cabinet compact enough to fit in your home.

As you might expect, the bass drivers used in the SUB Series are
impressive. Butyl rubber surrounds permit the long excursion
needed for deep, powerful bass. 2-inch voice coils wound on
stainless steel formers provide low mass, high strength, and long• The SUB 10 produces more

term reliability. Edge-wound oxygen-free copper windings and
tight voice coil tolerances contribute to maximum efficiency. And

output,

finally, an innovative dual magnet system in the SUB 12 focuses

than larger conventional

the magnetic energy in the voice coil gap and collapses stray

units. An advanced

magnetic fields which might affect nearby video equipment.

cabinet and a perfectly

Build all of this technology in a massive cast-alloy frame, and you

integrated

have the ultimate driver for the ultimate subwoofer system.

possible.
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with less distortion,

amplifier

bandpass

make it
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With built-in amplifiers, the SUB10 and SUB12 provide all the power
needed for low bass. And, because your main amplifier is relieved of
the taxing work of reproducing bass, more power is available for the
midrange and high frequencies. This "biamping"

provides a sense of

ease and transparency well beyond what the combined power rating of
the system would suggest.

Powerful,

flexible

amps make the SUB Series units sound great

in any system .•

Driving a given woofer in a known enclosure lets the SUB Series
amplifiers do far more than just supply power. For example, all
amplifier/speaker combinations have related mechanical and
electronic characteristics. The SUB Series amplifiers electronically
simulate the effects of desirable mechanical parameters such as
extra cone mass for deep bass, better damping for tight bass,
and larger enclosure volume for powerful bass.

In addition, the SUB Series amplifiers use motional feedback to
control cone excursion. Unlike earlier attempts at servo control,

• When

music extends

to the

the new aid/sf approach measures changing driver impedance

realm where

and therefore does not require sensors attached to the voice

and feel it, the SUB 12

coil. You get lower distortion and quicker transient response

effortlessly

without needless complexity.

entire

you both hear

reproduces

sensory

experience.

To optimize the transition from the subwoofer to the main
speaker system, the electronic crossovers in the aid/sf SUB10
and SUB12 use a sophisticated fourth-order

Linkwitz-Riley

design. With 24dB per octave filters and no audible phase shift,
these networks ensure smooth response in the crossover region
and make speaker placement even less critical. And the range of
crossover control that lets the SUB10 and SUB12 match the SAT
Series compact monitors in any listening environment also lets
them work with other main speaker systems. Selectable
crossover frequencies, a subwoofer level control, signal-sensing
automatic turn-on, and both high and low level inputs make
set-up a breeze. And a full range throughput
additional subwoofers in elaborate systems.

the

even lets you add

world-class design /
Time and time again, aid/sf products have defined new categories of audio components. The list is impressive -

minispeakers,

tower monitors, automotive component speakers, architectural
in-wall speakers, transportable high fidelity systems, and more.
Beyond commercial success, these aid/sf firsts have actually
changed the way we think about music systems.

Of course, creative engineering plays a role in the development
of these products. But, such consistent innovation indicates
something greater at work -

vision. At aid/sf, we understand

the value of music in our lives. And we strive to make the
enjoyment of music at home, at work, and at playas easy as
turning on the lights. This vision, which we call" all music,"
goes a long way towards explaining our success.

Equally important is our commitment

to excellence in product

design. As a cherished possession, a music system should be
more than a mere appliance. Simply put, audio gear should look
as good as it sounds. To this end, we are fortunate to work with
an industrial design firm, froqdesiqrr", that shares our passion
for quality. This internationally-acclaimed

design firm has

garnered more than 300 awards, including accolades from New
York City's Museum of Modern Art and Time magazine.

In a Business Week cover story devoted to him, frogdesign's
founder, Hartmut Esslinger, was called "the most influential
industrial designer on the American scene since the 1930s." He
sums up his design philosophy with the phrase "form follows
emotion"

and has created distinctive shapes for products such

as the Apple" Macintosh"

and NeXT®computer systems, Louis

Vuitton luggage, and AT&T answering machines. Together,
aid/sf and frogdesign bring emotion and visual excitement to
the design of high performance music systems.

aldlsl all music.
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sat 5

sat 6

Driver complement:
..•• One 25mm/1 " soft-dome

tweeter

with proprietary copolymer dome.
Oxygen-free copper voice coil wound
on a Kapton® former. High gravity

sat 7

Driver complement:
..•• One 25mm/1 " soft-dome tweeter
with proprietary copolymer dome.
Oxygen-free copper voice coil wound
on a Kapton® former. High gravity

magnetic cooling fluid.
..•• One 130mm/5" high compliance

magnetic cooling fluid.
..•• One 155mm/6" high compliance

woofer with proprietary polymer

woofer with proprietary polymer
cone material and butyl rubber

cone material and butyl rubber
surround. Oxygen-free copper voice

surround. Oxygen-free copper voice

coil wound on a stainless steel
former.

coil wound on a stainless steel
former.

Frequency response:
60 - 20K Hz, ±3dB.

Frequency response:
50 - 20K Hz, ±3dB.

Impedance:
4 Ohms, nominal.

Impedance:
4 Ohms, nominal.

Efficiency:

Efficiency:
pink noise input, measured at 1

Crossovers:
2000 Hz. Fourth-order

Crossovers:
2000 Hz. Fourth-order

meter in a typical listening room.
Linkwitz-Riley

design with 24dB/octave slopes.
Driver protection:

design with 24dB/octave slopes.
Driver protection:

Automatically

Automatically resetting solid-state
tweeter protector.

Recommended

amplifier

20 Watts minimum,
maximum.

Power rating:
150 Watts program material.

power:

100 Watts

Recommended

magnetic cooling fluid.
..•• One 37mm/1.5" soft-dome

midrange

with proprietary copolymer dome.
Oxygen-free copper voice coil wound
on Kapton former. High gravity
magnetic cooling fluid.
..•• One 195mmn. 7" high compliance

coil wound on a stainless steel

87dB SPLfrom 2.8 VRMS (" 1 Watt")

tweeter protector.
Power rating:
100 Watts program material.

Oxygen-free copper voice coil wound
on a Kapton® former. High gravity

cone material and butyl rubber
surround. Oxygen-free copper voice

86dB SPLfrom 2.8 VRMS (" 1 Watt")

resetting solid-state

with proprietary copolymer dome.

woofer with proprietary polymer

pink noise input, measured at 1
meter in a typical listening room.
Linkwitz-Riley

Driver complement:
..•• One 25mm/1 " soft-dome tweeter

amplifier

20 Watts minimum,
maximum.

power:

150 Watts

former.
Frequency response:
40 - 20K Hz, ±3dB.
Impedance:
4 Ohms, nominal.
Efficiency:
87dB SPL from 2.8 VRMS (" 1 Watt")
pink noise input, measured at 1
meter in a typical listening room.
Crossovers:
700 Hz and 4KHz. Fourth-order
Linkwitz-Riley design with 24dB/
octave slopes.
Driver protection:
Automatically

resetting solid-state

dual banana plugs supplied with
speakers.
Enclosure type:

posts accept banana plugs or wire up

tweeter protector.
Power rating:
200 Watts program material.

to 7 gauge.
Enclosure type:

Recommended amplifier power:
20 Watts minimum, 200 Watts

Acoustic suspension, with glass fiber

Acoustic suspension, with glass fiber

maximum.

damping.
Enclosure construction:

damping.
Enclosure construction:

Input connectors:
Bi-wire capability. Multi-way

High density wood laminate. Isolated
front baffle. Low diffraction design
with radiused corners and flush driver

High density wood laminate. Isolated
front baffle. Low diffraction design
with radiused corners and flush driver

posts accept banana plugs or wire up
to 7 gauge.
Enclosure type:

mounting.

mounting.

Acoustic suspension, with glass fiber

Finish:
Matte black or walnut veneer.
Grille:

Finish:
Matte black or walnut veneer.
Grille:

damping.
Enclosure construction:

Acoustically transparent,

Acoustically transparent, frameless
perforated steel with black finish.
Dimensions:
336mm/13.2" h x 186mmn.3"
w x

Input connectors:
Flush-mount

perforated

banana jacks accept

frameless

steel with black finish.

Dimensions:
264mm/1 0.4" h x 150mm/5.9"
173mm/6.8 "d without

grille.

w x

Input connectors:
Bi-wire capability. Multi-way

212mm/8.3"

d without

binding

grille.

binding

High density wood laminate. Isolated
front baffle. Low diffraction design
with radiused corners and flush driver
mounting.
Finish:
Matte black or walnut veneer.
Grille:
Acoustically transparent, frameless
perforated steel with black finish.
Dimensions:
435mm/17" h x 225mm/8.8"
255mm/1 0" d without

aldlsl all music.

grille.

w x

sub 10

sub 12

Driver:
Long excursion 255mmJ10"

Driver:
Long excursion 300mmJ12·

copolymer driver with 2-inch edge
wound single layer voice coil.
Electronic servo control.

copolymer driver with 2-inch edge

Cabinet:
4th order bandpass design.
Power amplifier:
150 Watts continuous 20Hz-100Hz.
Frequency Response:
20-100Hz.
Maximum Output:
109dB.
Crossover slopes:

Crossover frequencies:
60Hz, 80Hz, or 100Hz.
Inputs:
Subwoofer

Cabinet:

Part No. 319-1061

4th order bandpass design.
Power amplifier:

Printed in the U.S.A.

350 Watts continuous 20Hz-100Hz.
Frequency Response:
15-100Hz.
Output:

Crossover slopes:
24dB octave, 4th order Linkwitz-Riley
characteristic.
60Hz, 80Hz, or 100Hz.
Inputs:
High level or low level.

level:

+6, -12dB continuously
Satellite output:

U.S.A.

Crossover frequencies:

High level or low level.
variable.

Subwoofer

< 1% THO.
Input impedance:
~20K Ohms.

variable.

< 1% THO.
Input impedance:
~20K Ohms.

Output impedance:
:5150 Ohms.

Output impedance:
:5150 Ohms.

Line voltage:
Selectable 115 Volt or 230 Volt, 50 or
60Hz.
Line current:
3.8 amps at 115 volts or 1.9 amps at
230 volts at maximum output.
Finish:
Matte black or walnut veneer.
Dimensions:
450mm/17.7 "h x 482mm/19"w
482mm/19"d.

level:

+6, -12dB continuously
Satellite output:
Unity gain.
Distortion:

Unity gain.
Distortion:

Line voltage:
Selectable 115 Volt or 230 Volt, 50 or
60Hz.
Line current:
7.5 amps at 115 volts or 3.8 amps at
230 volts at maximum output (50Hz
or 60Hz).
Finish:

x

One Progress Way
Wilmington. MA 01887

wound single layer voice coil and dual
magnet structure.
Electronic servo control.

Maximum
112dB.

24dB octave, 4th order Linkwitz-Riley
characteristic.

Analog and Digital Systems, Inc.

Matte black or walnut veneer.
Dimensions:
550mm/21.6"
482mm/19"d.

h x 482mm/19 "w x

